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gradually realises that it is in five-beat time, so natural and improvisatory does it
sound. The finale is almost minimalist in character, figures repeated and
rhythmically altered with lots of pizzicato, to create a light and witty effect. The
transformation of the chorale-like trio theme into the helter-skelter final stretto shows
the hand of a master craftsman. Had he not been removed so cruelly from the
forefront of music and sent to the concentration camp, who knows what wonderful
scores he might have composed later? Instead, he turned to film music and a rather
more hum-drum life of obscurity from which, 30 years after his death, he is only now
beginning to come to the public’s attention.
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the violin, in double stops or register changes. We have made our own minor
improvements along the way, and we reinstate every one of the composer’s original
bars. This is not yet music in the exotic, oriental and lush style of Szymanowski’s
middle period (the 1920s) and certainly not of the later, almost atonal style he
adopted in the 30s. Here we have heart-on-sleeve, passionate late-Romantic music
with no holds barred. Melody dominates throughout, long and lingering, gloriously
chromatic, intensely and floridly accompanied with complex (at times almost
unmanageable) counterpoints, inner-voice trills, each tune leading to a massive
climax. Around these fabulous tunes come heroic, fairy-tale grand gestures,
mysterious harmonies, cello cadenzas and tortured, brusque developments – plus a
weirdly archaic, pizzicato Minuet in the centre of the slow movement. Structurally
it may be a bit undisciplined – but should that represent a valid criticism of such a
youthful and successful sonata?
Simon Laks wrote his Sonata in the early 1930s expressly for the great French cellist
Maurice Maréchal. The piano part was first played by Vlado Perlemuter in 1932,
the partnership a testimony to the composer’s standing in the city. The piece
remained in the hand-written version made for Laks and Maréchal/Perlemuter,
uncorrected but generally readable, and that version was first published by the
Parisian house of Lemoine and, later, by Bote and Bock/Boosey and Hawkes Berlin.
The 1930s’ musical scene in Paris was dominated by the likes of Ravel, Poulenc and
Honegger – and Gershwin - and the influence of each can be glimpsed in the writing.
Dissonance and contrapuntal discipline are at times extreme, à la Honegger, but
always superbly logical. The night-club atmosphere of the central movement is
indebted to Ravel’s ‘Blues’ movement in his violin sonata (same key, same smoky
sleaziness) – and Ravel and Poulenc would surely have admired the modal harmony
and the successful, deft combination into one movement of Scherzo, Trio and Finale.
Strict sonata form serves Laks well in the first movement, the second subject almost
Fauré-esque in its delicious, side-stepping harmony, the development taking a
striking new rhythmic direction. In the bluesy second movement, the listener only
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Frédéric Chopin (1810-1849)
Sonata in G minor Op.65 (1846)
Allegro moderato
I
II
Scherzo. Allegro con brio
III Largo
IV Finale. Allegro

32.29
16.34
4.58
4.10
6.47

Étude Op.10 No.6 (1830) Andante
(transcribed by Alexander Glazunov 1865-1936)

4.52

Simon (Szymon) Laks (1901-1983)
Sonate pour violoncelle et piano (1932)
Allegro moderato ma deciso
I
Andante un poco grave
II
III Presto-prestissimo

16.39
7.04
4.11
5.24

Karol Szymanowski (1882-1937)
Sonata in D minor Op.9 (1904)

21.46

I
II
III

Allegro moderato. Patetico
Andante tranquillo e dolce – Scherzando – Tempo I
Finale. Allegro molto, quasi presto

9.07
6.40
5.59
Total playing time 75.53
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Chopin’s name inevitably dominates this line-up of Polish composers, especially in
this bi-centenary year of 2010 when every note of his is being re-explored. Certain
works of the prolific but short-lived Szymanowski, particularly his two violin
concertos and the concert pieces for violin and piano, maintain their popularity
internationally but that leaves so much still to be discovered. And the name of Simon
Laks is only just beginning to emerge from oblivion. His cello sonata here receives
its first recording.
All three composers share one thing, aside from their nationality. They each sought
and found fame and fortune in Paris where art and culture had such great significance,
influence and power for nearly a century. Chopin and Laks both made their homes
there, the former a celebrity, the latter a leader of the avant-garde ‘Ecole de Paris’.
Ukrainian-born Szymanowski visited Paris many times after he had secured his first
popular success there in 1922 and, for him, it was a second home away from his
Polish roots in Zakopane in Poland where his family estate had been lost to the
Russians during World War 1. And it was he who helped his younger compatriot
Laks to find schooling and contacts in Paris. Laks remained there for most of his life,
returning after the grim years of his incarceration in Auschwitz, but he never
re-established his former eminent position.
The great Cello Sonata of Chopin, written for, and with the cooperation of, the
celebrated French cellist Auguste Franchomme, is one of his last completed pieces,
premiered by these two men on 16 February 1848 at Chopin’s last public appearance.
We don’t find any sign of a sick composer apart from a few unedited textual
discrepancies. We do find a composer at ease with the structural demands of
full-scale sonata form. He was, of course, most confident when composing in shorter
forms (Mazurkas, Preludes, Waltzes) or in free style (Ballades), not often enjoying the
key discipline required for long movements. That was always a problem for
Romantic composers: how to build and control sonata movements where tonality
must follow certain rules and where development of themes is the raison d’être of the
4
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music, because their ideas are, by definition, long melodies, not following the
Beethovenian standard of short, powerful motifs that will generate exciting events.
What Chopin so brilliantly does is to give us those glorious melodies and still develop
them in contrapuntal, masterful ways. The middle section of the first movement is
exemplary; he takes the opening, long ‘first subject’ tune and develops it in
directions of such imaginative complexity that, when he eventually arrives at the
recapitulation, he can sidestep that first melody altogether and reprise only the
lovely second subject, avoiding any sense of tendentiousness or mere formality.
The other three movements, filling in total less time than this huge first movement,
present a typically robust scherzo with an inimitable cello-song trio section and a
much-curtailed reprise; a conversational and wide-ranging but brief Largo – not just
an ‘Adagio’ because this is deeper and more intense than that, exploiting the full
colour of the cello; and a Tarantella finale where, again, he weaves fulsome
melodies into an intricate web to create a dance in celebration of rondo form and,
thereby, generating a fittingly strong conclusion to a finely balanced whole sonata.
We append, like an encore, Glazunov’s loving transcription of Chopin’s E-flat
minor piano étude because it is such a musical treat. A piece usually heard in its
context halfway through the astonishing set of 12 études that make up Op.10, it
might easily be overlooked as the masterpiece of Romantic yearning and sorrow it
is. The Russian master put it into D minor for purely practical reasons and added a
two-bar preface of his own, just to set the ball rolling …
Szymanowski’s Violin Sonata Op.9 is an early work, a favourite of many violinists.
contemporaneous cello transcription – but we also wonder why he was allowed to
delete a few bars here and there from the violin sonata, especially in the short finale,
and why he missed a few chances of exploiting the wider compass of the cello and
its ability to play at the same pitch as the violin and make an even better effect than
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